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“I LOST MY BLACK HOLE THANKS TO HAWKING RADIATION, or: 

PLANETARY BILLIARDS 

 

 

Pussy riots in the  Kuiper belt weep tears 

of glycine glasnost up until 

the last heavy bombardment  

renders carbon dating a one-up plug.  

Once caught in remission 

spermed baccillicide in blood spatter patterns 

yield a house check grumbled at 

the radiolarian starts cogs from 

ratio quorum to vote on it 

coughs instead of hear here 

to tapping fibrils of each foot 

by the camp-fire plague  

rogue software silicone in spores 

blows out into a cancer ward 

where praeterite hands scar  

potential to a scalpel  

across it access  

accosting the transponder variables 

black box jamboree parsed in droves 

of abacus beads across each axel-bearing truth: 

in God we trust 

 
 
 
 
 
G-BAY 



 
Wanda represents the ones who didn’t get away 

the joke smirks for weeks inside 

a coat-hanger syllogism 

put there by the Grim Peeper 

and after the visitor’s gifts explode 

into lingerie fragments of frog parts 

the French menus gets away. 

She loves a stock exchange of stale anecdotes 

such as anchovies lost 

in granny’s crack=supply 

or the melting lachrymosity of 

the Wagner subdivisions 

belching electrodes of approval 

but at the wrong officer in charge. 

If anyone does move without asking 

for assistance 

then the water-boarding recommences 

in a cargo hold. 

“Don’t put all your eggs in one more omelet 

unless you can handle the consequences 

in the missing limbs department.” 

“That’s a nasty looking cut  

in your orange sector apoplexy 

must be linked to those 

imaginary inclinations to real movements.” 

“Ever noticed how an old English sheepdog 

looks like Ted Berrigan without his glasses?” 

“That a terrible question to ask the show’s new host 

while he’s taking his break in the simulated shower.” 

“Best take a ketchup break yourself in the interim 



while Wanda replaces the dead leprechaun 

with fruit juice.” 

 

In adoration of this kind 

of FAKE personification Wanda cherishes for weeks 

as much of soot in cream 

raised to the power of the ouija  

orbiting the sensual in a dream turned 

tropical ….. 

 

It turned out different however 

when attempting to hide the smile 

on his lipless mouth 

the conventional ekphrasis terminated  

in a giddy tickle to the end 

 

“and now she is entering the Goldilocks zone 

of disinformation . . . . .” 

 

 

 
THE MILLER’S TALE 

 

Pierre Louis Gondal, a well-known architect, is afflicted by a terrible thought. Perhaps 

random acts of folding will destroy the efficacy of his Cartesian coordinates. Perhaps a 

line (he thinks) is not a movement but an empire. Not subjects in esse, perhaps we 

undergo processes and procedures of subjectivization. To say “I” as I do might only be a 

habit of converting fundamental non-selfness into evanescent self. He decides he will be 

more himself by entering  the  formula  for  the production,  containment  and  

description  of a violent act. Having read in an ancient codex that the navel is the trace of 

a primal disconnection, allowing self, subjectivity and personhood to develop, Pierre L. 



Gondal decides to remove his own and thus complete a vaporisation de moi. But will the 

missing navel be an absent God, or a college graduate named Troy Tulowitsky sitting in 

the bistro of some northern Californian forest? There are no periods of decline, and 

decline is unequivocally required for his recovery. He recalls how the form of any object 

is always a diagram of forces, at which point a small, habitant flâneur flits by. The 

Cartesian mind-grid coordinates work to monopolize his multiplicities and present them 

ontologically as a coherent ego. Voilà the birth of the thinking subject. But the thinking 

subject stopped thinking months ago and Springtime ends in the deposition of what is 

said. Pierre Gondal’s face recedes into a history more valid than known and he is only 

recognizable by the intercession of a voice. But he is happy in his silence where he is.  

Alone, in a classical, natural night opposed to fashion;  trapped in fear, power and the 

erotic he thinks and therefore cannot know for sure. At this point the voice asks “why 

does knowledge fail? Free of cancer and full of hope it should have all the derived 

divisions in the best of all truth assertions.” Gondal decides to hold on to that which he 

will never drop to the ground on which he is standing, and to where he is and to where he 

thinks he is moving, occurs an act not unlike a handshake.  Is this for him to share, or an 

urge to find an approximation, or is it the drift of his prose into a foreign land where only 

names are proper when encrypted in a cat’s cradle across a soundtrack? And it is here, or 

not here, with a voice in his hand, or not, that pronouns remain his greatest friends. Here 

and hear in the lacustrine lands beneath subtopia. 

It’s time to stop flâneurizing thinks the small flâneur.  Each day the lived 

experiences of his Experience become a mini-series caught up in serial repetition. There 

are rules, of course, pertaining to angles and trajectories, the parataxis of an Africa, for 

instance, with its leopard-beautiful sunsets and staccato torque gazelles traversing the 

symphonic surface of the veldt.  Or then again, the constraints resulting from the fact that  

an individual is a consistent multiplicity in which consistency remains fragile. “Buono 

giorgno. Good morning. Guten Tag. Bon jour. Buenos dias. Buña ziva. Goede Morgen,” 

he says to a passing Ubangi who demonstrates an irresistible Carthusian approach to 

language.  “Did you know that a Frenchman name of Gilles Deleuze, conjectures that the 

clandestine desire of linguistics is to kill the maternal language?  Did you also know your 

microbes are passing through my modem and ruining reception?” (He had recently 



checked out of the local Digital Addiction Clinic.)  Meanwhile, the Ubangi named 

Ulaterooloo, is counting the corpses of Barboleta butterflies in the sand beneath his feet. 

(You are very short for a flâneur) he thinks, (still life’s full of little interests and 

makeshift descriptions of good intentions.  I will return to my village at once and quit this 

corny plot.)  Ulaterooloo the Ubangi leaves at once playing a small gourd instrument to 

himself and the small flâneur. “Better than bad music is a bad musician” Gondal shouts at 

the departing tribesman. 

Meanwhile, on a different continent, Crissy Silverstone ignores an impasse. She 

believes for the moment that an incorrect address in a thought is expanding across two 

variant theories of her own self rendering her a sylph of the cowslip era whose dream 

kitchen is a battlefield.  She is currently suffering from a headache brought on by the 

Hegelian tension of opposites that define her current lifestyle. “You’ll always be my 

fictional contemporary, theoretically opposed to the ultra-Paulinism of the weeping 

failure, preaching obstacles and obscenities into a timeless courtyard” she whispers to her 

other self. “Did you chop off your neighbor’s leg because it’s a rainy and cold Saturday 

afternoon, or perhaps your hearing reveals too much?” “Did you just imply that reference 

is tantamount to duplicity?” her other self replies. “Do all your aphrodisiacs contain 

caffeine Crissy?”  Crissy asks her other self. “Your radical critique is replacing my 

opinion with assumptions.” “May I assume faith killed me in you and then announced it 

to be concupiscence?” “You’ve never been a theorist of the practical before, preferring 

retroaction to a positive modus vivendi.”  “Bullshit, my life is the quest for an incoherent 

self, an inauthentic identity born out of the chaos of language and history. I brace a 

billion traditions of process, of pro-creation, reattachment of the body to its source of 

origin: concretion of the ego, and welcome the split self and the disinvention of an old 

identity contaminated by the alkaline of laughter.” Crissy long ago realized that decades 

are male and centuries female, so took a long time to answer.  I answer only to the 

determinate and stabilizing force of identity, mobile yet territorialized, affected and 

effected, yet self-certain when caught up in chaosmotics and simultaneous virtualities.  I 

believe also that a blow created both of us” says Crissy to herself, extending the badinage 

ad infinitum.   

Both Crissies dream of living in degenerate Utopias like the ones made famous by 



Walt Disney and Bugsy Siegel, with the unpaid man in the mouse-suit prancing for tips 

before them as they wander through casino upon casino. They revel in the thought of 

unmitigated hedonism facilitated by those endless flows of liquid currency and Ponzi 

schemes under which Bernie Madoff and his ilk once flourished. They have visions of 

sipping to eternity a dry martini through a bent straw. It’s either that or some dream 

ghetto in Eastern Europe run by a former Chief Executive Officer of a Serbian death 

squad. Crissy and Crissy also like being chained together in thigh-high boots with their 

pierced nipples exposed teaching Parcheesi to each other on a board designed by the 

Marquis de Sade.  Both prefer friends as strictly conceptual persona.   The two Crissies in 

one Crissy also believe they are bicephalous twins joined at the ear which makes perfect 

hearing impossible. Accordingly they compensate for mindless conversation by drowning 

it out in loud music which they play for hours on end. They do not consider themselves a 

medical type but rather a civic singularity.  “I is an object obedient to the logic of the 

included middle,” yells the object “I” to both of them.  But the two Crissies ignore it, an 

adroit sunset is final arriving, it is gift wrapped as is proper for a subject of landscape, 

and it makes them realize that the task of the wayfarer is to hasten home to micropolitics 

and axiology. 

Digitalis from a rare heart condition meant that Crissy Silverstone would always 

cogitate in repetitions.  She dreams the exact same dreams as Joachim Du Bellay, and 

Pierre Ronsard did and other inventors of a Paradise for learned lovers and poets. In her 

thalamus she realizes words are hesitancies in a sentence named meaning.  She also 

believes answers are shared moments and so she never listens to questions. “I like the 

idea of Tattoo parlors next to Tax Service Centers” confesses Pierre Louis Gondal, “and 

as you know a renovated brothel in Tintern Abbey now receives its human traffic as in 

the good old days. I’ll put in a terminal call to suburbia and make a dream come true.”  

Crissy Silverstone laughs at this but soon the laughing creaks to watchwords and she 

wishes to replace her rules with his evidence.  She is now convinced that a sentence is a 

by-pass around a paragraph just as a fold produces two sheets on each side of the paper at 

which point she guides her  thinking back to the panlocutions of Novalis.   

Meanwhile, Fabio Sebastiano Fazzi of 361 Shangri La Crescent,  believes he’s a 

long-distance Rip van Winkel over-indulging in transcendental apperception on a rainy 



December afternoon.  (He learns the fine art of dissection during the Winter period from 

out of date manuals.) “I don’t have much time for the laconic,” he grumbles, “especially  

when TV clichés come at $100 per share but expect substantial gains in the metaphor 

market.”  Now for some evidence.  To the sheer delight of Crissy Silverstone the entire 

cast of Casablanca (Ingrid Bergman, Conrad Veldt, Humphrey Bogart, Sydney 

Greenstreet, Paul Henreid and Peter Laure) wait unexpectantly in brackets.   The cry goes 

up. “But I’m not Maltese” shrieks the falcon caged in a corner of the filmscript as it 

recalls that memorable struggle on Family Feud between the Montagus and the Capulets.  

Crissy has a recently extinct older brother named C. G. Silverstone whose promising 

career in beer commercials was tragically cut short when he was trampled to death by 

animal 238: a Budweiser Clydesdale.  “Come to think of it,” says Pierre Louis “if I sub-

divide the local nudist colony I might be able to squeeze in a petting farm for exotic 

endangered animals.”  “Look, there’s terrapins beneath a sheet of poinsettias” says 

Crissy. “C. G. would have appreciated the Surrealism of this moment, but now he’s dead, 

so he can’t.”  

Dead but still alive. Four miles from Nouvant and the candor of the land of riche 

herbage, under bullock meadows a plenty, is a vale well watered to be held blanch for the 

payment of one red rose and into it walks C. G. Silverston.  With fingers perfect for a 

touchless wash he’s becoming the number one candidate for the immediate. Meanwhile 

it’s fall again and time for another fruit fly to drop into a glass of Cassandra Ondine 

Carter’s unoaked chardonnay.  Cassandra Ondine Carter spends most of her free time 

reading to the elderly and feeding the poor. “Famine can always be seen in a large slice of 

pork, Igor,” she casually informs Tzvetan Igor Lodochesky, her local butcher.  Social and 

singular she smiles as if a pen remembers all it wrote.  “Hurry, I’m only Cassandra 

Ondine Carter for a limited time,” she adverts to C. G. Silverstone through a minted 

expression of no historic importance.  She enjoys text-messaging while having sex as 

much as she admires the anonymity of genocide or the glimpse of the soul in a light 

emitted from a Xerox. 

Elsewhere, information disconnects Crissy Silverstone from an important 

message. From the layers of her achipelago a fossil form protracts its distribution 

pulverizing her rhythms in its biofeedback.  It is the time the annunciation announces 



quietly its gravida.   In the phrase of the moon-phase settles a principle of husk by which 

the shaman enters the lexical headache of  her anti-poems. Linguistic proteins formulate 

in a special facility the anthropologists call speech and here words form the reservoirs for 

wars that speech-acts alter for convenience.  Stripped of their states in the Tenon sac of 

capsule, in the orbit’s cavity, an inner language is  embedded to take place as words 

across the spaces of Fontana stellate gaps. The hesitations are homogeneous, 

circumferential and twenty-six in number. These are the vocables of Crissy’s destiny, a 

nervous alphabet of blood-messengers arranged in a pattern that forms “a sort of plaited 

frill.”  To the left is the same as to the north and reveals a small crater on a moon of 

Pluto’s discovered to be carpeted with Astroturf.  Out of planetary embryos the 

dialectical fossil talons on a branch with a dead stoat between its beak splatters atoms of 

breath upon a recent passivity.  In her world dwarf planets emerge as Kuiper belt objects 

and reverberation still remains a problem of method nocturnal circumstances not 

withstanding.  Inter-universally a transparent eyeball beams a lasar encrypted gift pack 

down to Crissy.  

Being an architect of some repute Pierre Louis Gandal hates this last paragraph.  

Is it bad sci-fi, worse Surrealism, or Fabio Sebastiano Fazzi’s dream? Fabio Sebastiano 

Fazzi lives in Intercourse, Pennsylvania and owns a pet acorn named Percentage 

Bonaparte.  “Isn’t that a strange name for a pet acorn?” Fabio asks Cassandra Ondine 

Carter who is freshly emerging from a heated discussion with C. G. Silverstone on the 

subject of quantum nomination.  “There are stranger things in life I believe. For instance, 

when I  returned from my first foreign visit I discovered that the six solitary towers of 

Baalbec were now in my garden.”  “Just so.” “And quite recently a mirror entered a bar 

and bought a cocktail for a visiting chandelier and shortly after this W. B. Yeats noticed a 

thought thrown in his own direction” muttered Cassandra Ondine Carter quickly 

undressing. Crissy Silverstone recalls the creativity of nonsense, while F. S. Fazzi 

whispers “Hey, Cassandra, welcome to the United States of Narrative and its Caribbean 

collusions. Are you dressed in urban lingerie or just trying to be funny?”  “God is a 

curious architect,” quipped Rowena Adelaide Stanford, freshly arrived from a vacation in 

the Yucatan. “A door is a law in which a window is a transgression,” pontificates Pierre 



Gondal.  “Is that a fact?”  “It’s a fact as facts stand in the gag reflex of a braised octopus 

floating across an acrylic skyline.” 


